
Cadras met Halvered in one of the private rooms at the Wayfarer's Beacon. Grainger often 

had a man there, but Halvered had a thing for one of the bar maids and he had insisted. 

Cadras let himself in the back way and kept his hood on until he got to the room. Halvered 

was there already. Cadras had slept for an hour an a half. He felt no less tired than before, 

but his hands had stopped shaking. Halvered looked calm and smug, despite the ugly purple 

bruises across his forehead and cheeks. He sat with his feet on the table, picking his teeth 

with the tip of his knife.

"Did you kill him?" Cadras asked after his lieutentant in the guard, who had been 

responsible for Halvered's beating. Cadras cared nothing for the man, but thought he should 

know his fate after having given Halvered directions to his apartment.

"Nah." Halvered grinned. "Just his family."

Cadras nodded and sat.

"Gimme a smoke." Halvered said, putting his feet on the floor and leaning across the table. 

Cadras smelled alcohol on his breath.

"Are you drunk?"

"Nah." The old thief narrowed his eyes. He was drunk. "Besides, drunk or sober, Halvered 

of Tyletos is the best at his trade. That's one thing that you will have to remember, because 

when we do this, you have to do exactly what I tell you. Got that?"

Cadras nodded and pushed a cigarette across the table.

"Are you ready?" Cadras asked. The older man coughed.

"First you better pay for my dinner."

Cadras set a silver coin on the table. Halvered grunted as he stood. Cadras cut a chunk of 

casper gum and put it in his mouth.

"You like that stuff?" Halvered chuckled.

"It has its purpose."

Halvered reached out and took the gum. He held it just above the table and scraped it 

quickly with the edge of his knife. The oxidized part fell to the table in a fine powder. Halvered 
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tossed the lump, now shiny, back to Cadras, and scraped the powder into a pile. He picked up 

half the pile with the tip of his knife and snorted it into his nose.

"That's how you do it."

Cadras spat his gum into a handkerchief and put it back in his pocket. He imitated 

Halvered. For an instant, lights burst in front of his eyes, and then every trace of fatigue left 

him. There was none of the stomach wrenching bile that he got when he chewed the stuff. His 

head was clearer than it had been in days.

Halvered was grinning at him. Cadras grinned back.

"Let's go." Halvered said, reaching for the door. Cadras held him back.

"Did you figure out who Grainger's man is?"

"Dark haired, funny looking, kind of short."

"Hmm... Feder, maybe? See if it's clear out there."

Halvered opened the door and stepped out into the hall. He looked around and then 

nodded and went toward the back of the tavern. Cadras followed, hood up, hoping his face 

could not be seen from the dining room. He slid through the back door into the alley. As the 

door closed, something struck him hard in the small of the back and sent him sprawling.

Cadras rolled aside as he hit the ground, pulling a dagger from his belt, and leapt to his 

feet. Two hooded men with cudgels had been waiting beside the door and now they came 

toward him. Cadras feinted forward, letting his dagger flash in the dim light that escaped the 

sooty window, then fell back. The men moved toward him more cautiously. Cadras feinted 

forward again. The men were not any larger than him.  One of them took a step backward, but 

the other kept after him. Cadras moved back again quickly, and Halvered was beside him.

"They've got swords." Halvered muttered. Cadras saw that it was true, each man carried a 

short sword-- more of a long dagger, really, exactly the length that was allowed in the city 

without special papers. They could have killed him with the first blow if that was what they 

meant to do. Cadras fell back another step, and grasped his dagger by the blade, ready to 

throw. The two men stopped. One of them spoke.
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"Grainger wants to talk to you, but first he wants you to bleed a little." Cadras knew the 

voice.

"That's good, Marke, but I don't want to bleed, and you don't want to bleed, so why don't 

you take him a message for me instead."

Marke was younger than Cadras, and far newer to the Union. Cadras tried to see who the 

other man was, but could not penetrate the shadows of the hood. He was too tall to be Feder. 

Marke's hood moved slightly, as if he was glancing toward the other man uncertainly. No 

doubt this was a test for Marke, and the other man was a senior Union member sent along to 

observe him.

"I'm sorry, Cadras, but I can't do that," Marke said, with unconvincing authority.

Marke came at him, swinging his cudgel, and Cadras let the dagger fly. It caught the ample 

peak of Marke's hood, pulling it from his head and exposing the startled face of a boy who 

could not yet grow whiskers. Marke stopped short, gaping, as the dagger sparked against the 

wall behind him. Cadras pulled another dagger from his sleeve. Halvered laughed, and Marke 

flushed and snarled an undiscernable oath. He moved forward again, but the other man 

caught him by the arm.

"Alright, Cadras." Now Cadras recognized the voice of Rayley, one of Grainger's 

lieutenants. "What's your message?" Rayley was loyal and ruthless. His hand was on his 

sword and he was moving toward Cadras.

"I have a gift for Grainger-- two gifts, actually. I also have information about the Emperor's 

Hidden Guard."

Rayley snorted and Marke laughed too loudly. Though Rayley scoffed, Cadras could see 

he had piqued his interest.

Cadras continued, nearly truthfully. "Tell Grainger that I've been recruited for the Hidden 

Guard by a man called Mardis Dantley. That is why I have been avoiding association with the 

Union. Tell him that I'll come see him as soon as I possibly can, and that I sincerely hope that 

my gifts will make up for my deliquence."
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Rayley stepped forward again. Cadras was now within reach of his blade. Cadras was 

certain that he could have a dagger in Rayley's neck before he could draw his sword.

"And what do you have for me and the boy?"

"A bottle of Fellnian spirits?" Cadras offered.

"Made from the Tillet root? I don't drink the cheap stuff." Rayley slid his sword halfway out 

of the sheath.

"Of course, made from Tillet root. It can't be called Fellnian, otherwise."

Rayley jammed his sword back in its sheath and stepped back, clapping Marke on the 

back and asked, "You ever been drunk on Fellnian spirits, boy?"

Marke shook his head. Cadras sheathed his dagger and walked as calmly as he could 

between the two men to retrieve the blade that he had thrown. He turned and lit a cigarette 

with his alchemist's vial. Marke watched with wide eyes.

"The Tillet root effects the mind in profound ways." Cadras told Marke. "Many in the east 

believe ingesting the Tillet root is the only way to perceive truth in the universe, but don't 

worry, I sincerely doubt you will experience anything of the sort. The Siltian scholar 

Ramanedes went so far as to propose that the gods of the north were created by energies 

that stemmed from a social madness attributable to massive habitual intake of spirits brewed 

from the Tillet root."

Rayley spat.

"What he's trying to tell you, kid, is that it's a good drunk."

Cadras turned and walked away, Halvered at his side. He half expected a blow to land at 

any moment, but none did. When they had walked some distance, Halvered spoke.

"You've got some talent, kid. Why'd you join the Poorman's Union?" The older thief asked. 

Cadras shrugged. Halvered went on. "The Union leeches off people with talent, or else it tries 

to kill them. You don't need them."

"They use me, and I use them." Cadras told him.

"I knew Grainger when he was a whelp like you, scraping by in the Valley with nothing to 
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his name. He wasn't that skillful, just mean and ambitious."

"The Poorman's Union offers ambitious people who are scraping by in the Valley the 

chance to get out. What happened between you and Grainger anyway?"

Halvered snarled and spat, and Cadras did not press him. They climbed a steep side 

street toward the library, passing through a small square where the flower market had closed 

for the day, but petals still littered the ground. They walked quickly, in silence. Cadras drank in 

every detail around him. He saw small variations in the shades of colors that he had never 

noticed before, saw every wrinkle and every pore on the faces of the men and women they 

passed.

The rudimentary plan was clear to both of them, but it was shorter on details than Cadras 

would have liked. He had long since given up on the notion that Halvared was some kind of 

expert on the library's security. It mattered little. Halvared of Tyletos would serve his purpose.

The old thief led Cadras down an alley near the library, flanked by the backsides of brick 

and mortar buildings, mostly shops with living quarters on top. Most were built shoulder-to-

shoulder, but Halvered led Cadras to a place where two buildings stood nearly a yard apart. 

The space between them served as a trash heap.

"Climb," Halvered hissed at Cadras, and then leapt with spryness that defied his years 

above the refuse, pressed his hands and feet against the walls, and scrambled quickly to the 

roof. The mortar of these buildings had not been touched up in a long time. Cadras dug his 

fingertips into the spaces between the bricks and pulled himself up above the filth. He did not 

rotting things, and he could feel the heat rising from the trash heap. Nevertheless, he went 

into the space between the buildings and climbed, imitating Halvered somewhat less 

gracefully, being unpracticed in this particular feat of acrobatics. The smell subsided as he 

climbed. He hauled himself onto the roof and looked out over the library compound.

The broad walls of the library rose nearly as high as the roof of the building where they 

stood. They faced the gardens. The main courtyard was obscured, being separated from the 

gardens by another high wall, but torchlight wavered from within. The gardens were dark. The 
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citadel that housed the library stacks loomed above the cypress and sycamores, a silent, 

dark, mass, with only a few points of lamplight in the windows. The street below them was 

quiet, infused with the strange red light of the moon. A lone sentry paced half-heartedly near 

the gate, far to the north.

"Let's have some more of the gum before we go in." Halvered suggested. Cadras pulled 

out what he had left, a chunk no larger than his thumb. They knelt down behind the parapet, 

where the wind did not touch them. Cadras shaved a pile of powder into Halvered's palm. 

Halvered pressed his hand to his face, snorted noisily, and licked his palm, chasing it with a 

long swig of something foul from his flask.

"Yeah!" Halvered exclaimed, too loudly. Halvered shaved a large pile of the powder into 

Cadras' hand and Cadras took it all at once, wiping his hand on his cloak. He was ready for 

anything.

Halvered shrugged his knapsack from his back an pulled out a padded hook and a length 

of rope. He swung the hook around a few times, and let go. The rope ran through his hands 

as the hook sailed in a low arc toward the library walls. As the hook passed the wall, Halvered 

closed his hand around the rope and jerked it back expertly. The hook bit into top of the wall 

with a faint thud. He walked to the chimney, topped with a hood supported by iron bars. 

Cadras watched closely as Halvered whipped through a complicated knot to secure the rope 

to one of these bars.

"Walk lightly," Halvered whispered to Cadras, and then he stepped out onto the rope. It 

took him only a moment to cross the street and step onto the library wall. Cadras had 

practiced walking on ropes before, but had never had occassion to walk a rope more than an 

inch or two above the ground, nor had he ever walked a rope at an incline. He stepped out 

onto the rope without hesitation, and let his momentum carry him forward. He was slightly 

surprised a moment later when he stepped safely from the rope to join Halvered on the library 

walls.

Halvered dislodged the hook from the stones, and handed it to Cadras.
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"You do it." He said.

Cadras tugged sharply on the hook, but the rope stayed firmly tied to the post on the 

opposite roof. He could feel Halvered looking over his shoulder, appraising him. Cadras 

imagined the coils of the knot, and how the rope ran through them. He tugged again, down 

and to the left across his body. The knot unraveled and fell quietly to the street below. 

Halvered coiled it around his forearm, and shoved it back into his knapsack.

The two men crouched atop the walls.

"You see the cats?" Halvered whispered.

Cadras peered out into the darkness beneath the trees, but saw nothing. Halvered was 

rummaging through his bag again. He pulled a large hemp parcel from his bag and handed it 

to Cadras. Cadras unwrapped it and found that it was filled with bloody chunks of meat.

"Spread those around," Halvered instructed. "Try to get them five or ten feet from the 

walls."

Cadras moved close to the battlements. His feet did not make a sound in his padded 

slippers. At each opening, he tossed a few fist sized chunks of meat to the grass below. When 

he had distributed the whole package in this way, he headed back toward Halvered, wiping 

his hands on the cloth. Below, he saw dark, graceful shapes emerging from the trees. Cadras 

sneered. A dog would have already alerted the guards. The great cats were silent, entirely for 

show. Cadras supposed that a common burglar might find them terrifying.

"We are not common burglars," Cadras said aloud, grinning over at Halvered.

The old thief held a long tube in both hands. Beside him, arrayed on a cloth, were an 

variety of darts and vials. Halvered blew into the tube and there was a slight whistling sound. 

Cadras could not tell where the dart had gone. Halvered dipped another dart into one of the 

vials, slipped it into the back of the blow tube and took aim again. Three dark cats the size of 

wolves stalked at the base of the walls, silently devouring the meat. One turned its head 

suddenly and hissed, and Halvered loaded another dart. On top of the wall near the gate, 

maybe two hundred yards from them, the light of a lantern turned their way.
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"Sentry." Cadras whispered. Halvered loosed another dart. Cadras counted five cats now. 

One lay on its side, the end of its tail twitching. Two more lay down as a sixth cat emerged 

from the trees. Halvered blew once more into the tube, reloaded, and then wrapped the darts 

again and stuck them into the pocket of his cloak. The sentry was moving slowly, but was 

drawing closer. Halvered clicked his tongue in irritation.

"The hook will make too much noise. Can you jump?"

Cadras looked down over the edge of the wall. It looked to be at least a thirty foot fall. The 

sentry was closing in on them. In no more than a minute or two, they would be visible in the 

light of his lantern. If Halvered could jump, Cadras could jump. Halvered looked back and 

forth a few times between the approaching sentry and the cats, still active, below. Then he 

drew his sword, blackened with oil and soot, and jumped.

Cadras gabbed the top of the battlement, swung himself over and pushed off from the wall. 

He landed quietly, but hard. Pain shot up through his leg and hip. He pitched forward into the 

grass and scraped his palms. When he raised himself again, he was being regarded by a pair 

of gleaming eyes, not an arm's length away. Cadras let a dagger slide from his sleeve into his 

hand and waited, agonizingly conscious of the light that was creeping up behind him. The cat 

went into a crouch and padded forward a step. Cadras tensed, watching for any ripple in the 

cat's muscles that would betray the attack. Instead, the cat lay down and rested its head on 

the grass. The next moment, Halvered had it by its hind legs, dragging it into the trees.

Cadras went quickly to the tree line to join Halvered. The two men watched tensely to see 

if the sentry would pause, if he had seen or heard anything, but the light of the lantern 

brightened and then dimmed as the sentry passed them. Cadras looked around at the 

panther laying on the ground all around them, their sides rising and falling gently. It was 

unnerving.

"How long will they sleep?" He asked.

"Just a few minutes." Halvered had withdrawn a vial and a cloth and was dabbing 

something on the nose of each of the sleeping cats. "That's why we have this stuff, too."
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"What is that stuff?"

Halvered shrugged.

"The first one knocks large animals out quickly. This one takes longer to set in, but keeps 

them out longer. They'll both kill smaller animals, and the second one has a strange effect on 

humans."

"What's that?"

"It makes them crazy, like the world is coming to an end."

As they walked through the gardens toward the library, Cadras scoffed again at the 

library's defenses. The wide walls, the panthers, and the sentries with lanterns all made an 

excellent show of security, but they were self-defeating in practice. It would be better to have 

walls that could not be walked on, dogs that would bark, and sentries who were not night 

blind. Without gardens, the thieves would be crossing bare ground right now, visible from any 

point on the walls. Knights, while no doubt good in a fight, could be heard from far away and 

were easily avoided. The library was much more suited to withstand a siege than it was to 

keep out a pair of thieves. Cadras supposed that was what you got when you put a knight in 

charge.

They were nearing the walls of the citadel when Cadras heard a thud and a muted cry 

from Halvered. A massive cat, larger than the others, had vaulted from the trees onto his 

back. Halvered groaned weakly as the panther wheeled around with a hiss to meet Cadras. 

Cadras had planned for this before he ever entered the trees. He jumped back and unclasped 

his cloak. The panther leapt. Cadras brought his arm in a wide circle, wrapping the thick cloth 

around the cat's head as they collided, and then he was flying backwards, with claws dug 

deep into his chest.

Cadras' head slammed into the earth and all of the air left his lungs. Through the ringing in 

his ears, he heard a snarl, and the cat was off of him, trying to shake the cloak from its head. 

Cadras scrambled to his feet and leapt on the cat, driving his dagger with both hands into its 

back. The blade glanced off the spine, instead of severing it, and the cat began to scream. 
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Every guard in the library would surely be there in a minute. Cadras straddled the sinewy 

beast and pulled it back into his lap, one arm wrapped around its neck, the other pressing the 

hilt of his dagger, keeping it buried the cat's body. The cat flailed and writhed against Cadras, 

but could not turn itself against the knife blade. Using strength he had not known that he 

possessed, Cadras held the cat by the neck, yanked his dagger from its back, and drew the 

blade sharply across its throat. The cat tried to drag itself away into the trees as its scream 

turned to a gurgle.

Cadras rose shakily, and plunged his dagger into the base of the cat's skull. He retrieved 

his cloak, but it had been shredded. He fastened it around his neck anyway, so as not to 

leave any more evidence of his passage. Halvered was struggling to rise. Cadras helped him 

to his feet. They listened for a moment, but did not hear anybody approaching.

Halvered's shirt and cloak had been torn down the back, but the gashes in his skin were 

not deep. Cadras examined his own wounds. Three deep gashes ran down his chest, starting 

just below his collar bone. He was covered in blood, but it was difficult to say how much of it 

belonged to him. He could tell that the pain should be intense, but it was distant.

"Give me the gum," Halvered demanded and Cadras complied. "Hold out your hands."

Halvered shaved a large pile of powder into Cadras' hands, leaving only a tiny plug of the 

gum. He licked his finger and stuck it into the pile of powder. His finger came up white and he 

jammed it into one of Cadras' wounds. Cadras gasped at the pain and his vision blurred. 

Before Cadras could object, Halvered had rubbed the stuff in each of Cadras's wounds. Then 

he turned and raised his shirt. Cadras rubbed the remainder of the powder into Halvered's 

wounds and by the time he finished, the pain of his injuries had subsided to a dull ache.

"Somebody must have heard the cat screaming." Cadras said.

Halvered nodded, "It could have been two cats fighting."

Cadras was skeptical, but nobody seemed to be coming to check the noise out.

"I guess none of the guards want to come in here, either. That doesn't mean they won't be 

waiting for us when we go into the library." Cadras did not care what was waiting for them 
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when they got into the library. He wanted the book, and he was prepared to do whatever he 

had to to get it. He had already wrestled and killed a panther. Woe to the knight who tried to 

stop him now.

"You feel anything?" Halvered asked. For a moment, Cadras did not know what he was 

talking about, then he realized that he was not in the least bit of pain.

"Not a thing. Let's go in."

They had reached the citadel. Ivy climbed far above their heads, clinging to the broad, 

seamless masonry of the walls. The first openings were many yards up, and even then the 

windows were hardly more than arrow slits, with no sill or handhold. The stones were smooth 

and would provide no purchase. Cadras scanned the treetops for more panthers.

"How do we get in?" Halvered asked, after pondering the walls for a minute.

"When these moods came upon me..." Cadras whispered.

"What?"

"'When these moods came upon me, I could slip from my chambers and travel not three 

yards, with scant chance of happening upon a single soul, and spend my afternoon among 

the trees and warm breezes from the sea.' That was written in Balearin's Treatise, more of a 

memoir really, on stewardship of the library. He had long reclusive periods where he could not 

bear the company of people. The antechamber runs for some fifty yards from the main 

entrance, across the whole breadth of the library, so his chambers must have been past this 

point. If he could slip three yards from his chamber into the gardens, there must be another 

door between here and the garden fence."

"Brilliant!" Halvered hissed, loudly. Every muscle in his face was tense, his eyes wide. 

They began to work their way along the wall. The garden became wilder as they walked, with 

vines hanging from a thick canopy and undergrowth that snagged Cadras' soft slippers and 

threatened to tear them.

"Watch for panthers," Halvered whispered, unnecessarily. They moved slowly, watching 

the trees. There was no chance of being seen from the walls from here, but that gave the men 
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little reassurance. The further they went, the more certain Cadras became that they would be 

attacked.

Finally, buried in a tangle of ivy, Cadras saw a seam in the wall. He grabbed two fistfuls of 

the creeping vines and tore them aside, revealing a corner of a small door, slightly recessed, 

and almost indistiguishable from the stones around it. Cadras pulled the ivy away until he 

found a small keyhole.

"Nobody has gone in or out this way for years." Cadras whispered.

"We're being stalked." Halvered whispered back. He and Cadras stood back to back, with 

the older man watching the trees. Cadras removed his tools and knelt before the door. He 

took a deep breath. This would take patience. He raked the inside of the lock.

"Four pins." Cadras chose another tool. He fought his urge to look back into the woods 

and tried to concentrate on his task. He heard Halvered's blade slide from its sheath. The lock 

had succumbed to the years of disuse and rust had made it rigid. Cadras put a few drops of 

oil inside the lock and then used his ruined cloak to oil the outside liberally. The lock would 

need to give at least a little before he could begin to coax the pins into alignment.

"Three cats." Halvered whispered.

Cadras jammed a broad flat bar into the lock and tried to move the mechanism back and 

forth, so the oil could work its way between the pieces. It did not give at all.

"Everything's rusted together." Cadras snarled. His hands were beginning to sweat.

Halvered spat.

"Switch with me."

"I can get it." Cadras strained against the bar.

"Switch with me!" Halvered commanded. Cadras left the bar in the door and spun around 

to stand beside Halvered. For a moment, he saw nothing but darkness among the trees. Then 

he saw a pair of eyes, watching from only a few paces away.

"Where are they?"

"They're all on the ground. One straight ahead and two five yards to the right. I just need 
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one minute. This is going to be a little loud."

Cadras smelled a sweet chemical odor from behind him. Ahead of him, he saw the three 

panthers. One of them, bolder than the others, was creeping forward. Cadras guessed that he 

was within range of the panther's leap. He unstopped his alchemist's vial with one hand and 

poured a stream onto the blade of his dagger. As the liquid met the air, it burst into flame, 

coating the weapon, and dripping down to pool at his feet. He leapt at the most inquisitive of 

the panthers and swung his dagger in a broad fiery arc. As he landed, he swung the vial and 

sent drops of flame spraying around him. The panthers withdrew, but did not retreat. The 

closest one began to move forward again almost immediately. The alchemist had warned 

Cadras that the vial would explode if it was left open too long. Cadras wondered how long that 

would take. The vial was getting very hot. He waved it once more in front of him, splashing 

flame toward the encroaching cats, and then stoppered it again.

A small arc of flame burned along the ground. Cadras charged forward, waving his dagger 

wildly. The trail of flame was growing thin. Cadras was certain that he could not hold the 

panthers back much longer with mere bravado. He retreated slowly toward the door, slashing 

every so often with his dagger to make increasingly pathetic trails of fire in the air.

There was a sharp cracking noise.

"Come on!" Halvered whispered. Cadras jumped forward with one more swing. As soon as 

he landed, he turned and ran for the door. Halvered was inside. The opening was small, and 

mostly covered with ivy. Cadras could not tell if he was being pursued. He was three strides 

from the door when he began to consider how to make it through the door quickly and quietly 

without becoming entangled in the net of ivy that still covered most of the door.

Halvered stood in the doorway, looking past Cadras.

Cadras jumped head first through the small opening. His foot caught the ivy, and the ivy 

tore away. He tucked his head down and landed with a roll, but his back still hit the flagstones 

hard. The door slammed shut.

Cadras stood gingerly and rubbed his neck, blinking in the dark for a moment. The hall 
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was completely silent, and thick with dust. There was a scratching sound at the door. 

Halvered leaned against the door with his shoulder and Cadras hurried to add his weight to 

Halvered's. The entire lock and latch had been broken from the door.

"That was pretty crazy, kid," Halvered grinned. Cadras could hardly make out the old thief's 

face in the darkness. Cadras wondered whether he meant the leap through the door, or the 

reckless spraying of fire.

After a minute, the scratching stopped. The two thieves released the door hesitantly and 

waited.

"I'm rescinding my scorn for common burglars who are scared of panthers." Cadras 

whispered.

"What did the guy in your book do about the panthers?" Halvered whispered back. They 

were still watching the door, ready to throw themselves against it at the slightest sign of 

movement.

"It's been ninety years since Balearin was the Candle. The panthers have only been there 

for twenty years."

Finally, Cadras and Halvered were satisfied that they were not going to be followed. Only 

then did they turn and begin to assess their surroundings. Cadras' eyes had adjusted some, 

but it was still difficult to see. They stood in a corridor that ran some length before it turned, 

with a half dozen doors on either side. The corridor was thick with dust and cobwebs, and 

empty sconces adorned the walls.

"What did you use on the lock?" Cadras asked Halvered.

"Aether of Ice. Your alchemist should have it. We were lucky this place is abandoned. That 

was a dramatic entry."

"The library is not nearly so well tended as it was in the past. I guess these windowless 

chambers were the first to be abandoned as there were fewer and fewer librarians. Let's not 

assume that nobody has noticed us, though. There have been several dramatic aspects of 

our entry."
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They moved through the darkness to the door at the end of the hall. Cadras pressed his 

ear to the door and heard nothing. He eased the handle downward, wincing as it creaked 

loudly. He opened the door slightly and peered through before he pushed the door open the 

rest of the way. A spiral staircase curved up toward light and downward into darkness.

Cadras began to climb the stairs slowly. They spiralled tightly, with no more than a few 

stairs visible at once. Cadras went slowly, listening. They reached a landing where light 

issued from beneath a door. Faintly from beyond the door came a rhythmic sound of metal on 

metal, the steady march of knight patrolling the halls.

"Do you know where we're going?" Halvered whispered.

Cadras nodded and whispered, "I don't know how to get there, though."

The most important books in the library's collection, including the book he sought, were 

kept in the only locked room in the library. It was a place of complete silence, in which the 

master scribe of each generation performed his most important and delicate tasks. Balearin 

wrote of one instance in which the sudden emergence of the sun had cast the shadows of 

windblown leaves across his page, causing an error that forced him to throw out a page that 

had consumed his every waking moment for several weeks. This implied that the sanctuary 

was on the second floor, since the first floor was windowless and the third was above the 

treeline. Balearin also wrote that in his old age he could no longer manage the 'flights upon 

flights' of stairs required to climb to the sanctuary, which was an odd comment in a four story 

building.

Cadras continued his ascent. He guessed that the on the top floor of the library they would 

find stairs that would take them back down to the sanctuary. They had just passed the third 

floor landing when an opening door resounded through the stairwell. The echoes made it 

difficult to tell whether it came from above or from below. Cadras turned back to Halvered, 

who frowned and cocked his head. The sounds of armor and heavy boots on stone seemed 

to be all around. Cadras pointed up and looked questioningly at Halvered. Halvered hesitated, 

then nodded and vanished down the stairs.
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Cadras caught up to him on the third floor landing, where it was clear that the noises were 

coming from above. The light from beneath the door was dim. Halvered had one ear against 

the door and the other plugged. He shrugged and pointed down again. Cadras shook his 

head. The second floor had been well lit, and the dust on the first floor was thick enough to 

betray their passage even to a knight. He pointed at the door. Halvered frowned, then nodded 

and drew his sword.

They were through the door in an instant. The room that they entered was long, full of 

tables and benches. The walls were lined from floor to ceiling with shelves. Everywhere, there 

were books. Books filled every inch of the shelves, jammed in sideways on top of other 

books. Precarious stacks of books sat on the end of the tables, and more moderate piles 

were strewn throughout. A lone, abandoned, lamp burned low at the end of a table nearby. 

Cadras ran over and extinguished it.

The sounds of boots and armor grew louder, and then more quiet, and then they were 

gone. They resumed their climb, with Cadras leading the way as quickly as he dared in the 

blind passage. When they reached the fourth floor landing, Cadras was surprised that the 

stairs continued up. He gestured for Halvered to wait, and sprinted up the stairs until he 

reached a plain trap door set in the ceiling. He tried to ease it up with his fingertips, but it 

proved too heavy, so he knelt beneath it and pushed it up with his legs and back, slowly 

easing it from its frame. When fresh air and red moonlight came into the stairwell, Cadras 

eased the door closed again.

"Trap door to the the roof." Cadras reported to Halvered when he rejoined him on the 

landing. Halvered had an ear against the door. He gestured for Cadras to follow and slipped 

quietly out of the stairway.

They found themselves in a room about fifteen paces in each direction. This room was 

also filled with shelves of books, but they were meticulously arranged, in contrast to 

haphazardly loaded shelves downstairs. In a few places, where volumes had been removed, 

wooden blocks kept their place, inscribed with names in charcoal. The room was lit by an 
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ingenious device-- a lantern suspended in water with valved tubes to provide air and oil in a 

separate iron chamber afixed to the wall. There would be no accidental fires here. The light 

through the water that cast undulating streams across the rows of books.

Cadras turned to the nearest shelf and began to read the titles of the books, all of which 

were new to him. He saw Aethers, Vapors, and the Elements, bound in red leather, with 

letters in gold, mostly flaked away, leaving dark discolored impressions. A Treatise on the 

Little Known Curative Properties of Jasper was a squat, thick tome in soft brown hide with 

letters drawn in fading ink. Cadras pulled a book called On the Dews of the Addenines and 

their Distillation into Aethers from the shelf. It was bound between thin sheets of pure white 

wood, with silver script inlaid on its spine. The pages were so thin that they were nearly 

transparent, yellowing around the edges.

Cadras flipped to a page near the end and began to read.

"Prepare thee with great care this glass, for any instrument which shall be placed upon the 

censer must be thrice washed; first in the blood of a calf born to life no more than one moon 

hence, and yet no less than a fortnight, such that any spirits in the glass might be driven forth; 

second in the chemical solvent..."

Halvered hissed. Cadras started, then closed the book and restored it to its place on the 

shelf. Halvered pointed back and forth between the two doorways that led from the room. 

Cadras shrugged. He went to the closest doorway and walked a few paces down a narrow 

hall, lined with shelves. Faintly, he heard the clatter of mail. He rejoined Halvered, and they 

set out in the other direction.

This doorway led to an identical hall that brought them to a room nearly indistiguishable 

from the previous one. Cadras held up a finger to signal that he wanted a moment to think. 

While he was thinking, Halvered moved from doorway to doorway, listening for approaching 

guards. Shadows of leaves in the morning would put the sanctuary along the eastern wall of 

the library, or possibly the north wall near the eastern corner. On the north side, however, all 

the windows led to the antechamber. If the sanctuary was on the second floor, then it shared 
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the space with both living quarters and stacks, so it could not be extremely large. The room 

that they had entered on the third floor must have run nearly the length of the library, and 

there were no stairs running through it.

Halvered tapped him on the shoulder. Cadras tasted blood and realized that he had been 

chewing his lip. Halvered pointed down the hall that they had just traversed and motioned the 

other way. Cadras heard armor. Cadras pointed in the third direction and Halvered followed 

him down another hall, leading to another room similar to the others. Cadras wished that he 

had time to look at all of the books that they were passing, wondering what wisdom was 

recorded on their pages. He led them east, through more identical rooms, until they reached 

the eastern wall of the citadel. The sounds of armor remained far away.

Cadras guessed that the stairs would be in this room, or else one room to the north or to 

the south, and he was correct. The room to the north, identical to the other rooms in all other 

respects, contained a spiral staircase leading down.

"It's a lucky spirit that guides you." Halvered chuckled, looking at the stairs.

Cadras' heart was pounding, at such a speed that he felt for a moment like he might faint. 

He knelt, opened his knapsack, and withdrew a brown robe, thinner than those worn by the 

scribes, but close enough-- he hoped-- to defy passing inspection.  He pulled it on over his 

clothes. The cowl obscured his vision, and the long folds of the robe felt awkard around his 

legs. Cadras felt certain that the sanctuary would be guarded.

Cadras signaled for Halvered to wait, pulled the hood so that it hung as low as possible 

over his face, and started down the stairs on trembling legs. The light from above faded, as 

the stairs turned around and around, and after what seemed ages, the light began to grow 

again. Cadras was not sure what to expect below. When he could finally see the end of the 

stairs, Cadras resisted the urge to push back his hood to see what lay ahead, and instead 

walked forward mostly blind. There was nothing but stillness, and then Cadras saw movement 

out of the corner of his eye, and spun around. A housecat, silky and grey, was slinking along 

the wall. It stopped and regarded him for a moment, and then darted past him, and up the 
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stairs.

Cadras removed his hood and looked around him. The hallway was empty aside from a 

single door.  It was made of stone, the same as the walls, bordered with inscriptions in a 

strange alphabet. There was no handle or keyhole of any manner that Cadras recognized. 

Aside from the inscription, the only feature of the door was a circle, carved directly in the 

center, with five indentations arranged around it in irregular intervals.

A strange dread came upon Cadras. As if compelled to do so, he reached out his hand and 

placed the tips his fingers in the indentations. Coldness washed over him, and he felt as if a 

space, dark and endless, had opened in his mind. He tried to pull his fingers from the door, 

but found that he could not. The door seemed to shudder, and this was echoed by a vibration 

deep inside him. It was as if the door was struggling against some force that moved through 

him. His feet and palms and eyes tingled and then burned, as all the formless things in the 

world rushed through him, coming together ever increasing intensity, until he felt as if he 

would be ripped apart. He tried to wrench free, but could not move a muscle. His eyes rolled 

back and great bursts of light filled his mind. He heard a voice speaking a strange tongue and 

realized that the voice was his own. His mind went black with a nausea so profound it was 

almost pleasurable. His body was in agony. He was burning. He was certain that he could 

endure no more.

Then it was gone. Cadras' sight returned. The door released him and slid open. Beside 

him, Halvered did not seem to have noticed anything amiss. The two thieves entered the 

Sacred Heart of the library of the Church of Quelestel, one considerably more shaken than 

the other.


